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The Lift is almost complete but needs some assembly before installation. Check all parts & read the instructions before
attempting installation.

Components:
1. Main lift with projector mount installed
2. Bottom square white steel plate
3. Ceiling opening Frame with cutout switch attached
4. Remote transmitter
5. Bag of accessories, incl 4 mount brackets with 4 bolts, 8 cable ties, 4 x 100mm aluminium angle with 8 x white self tapping

screws, 4 x countersunk white bolts, 6 chrome self tapping screws. There are also 3 x M4 and 3 x M5 bolts to mount
the projector to the mounting bracket.

Installation Instructions:
1. The ceiling hole has to be made/cut 510 x 560mm in size. The 560mm side has to be placed nearest to the screen.
   The Lift has to be mounted through the ceiling opening. If attached to a slab above, 4 angle mount brackets are included in the
   bag of accessories. These are to be attached to the top mount frame to suit where you want to place the brackets. The bolts
   through the brackets have to be lined up with the nuts inside the top frame. They can be moved to the required position
   before tightening.
2. The top dust cover plate should be screwed onto the top lift frame before mounting the lift. 4 x chrome self tapping screws
   are included for this purpose.
3. The Lift can then be installed so the the long (550mm) side of the Lift is closest to the Projection screen. The Lift scissor arms
   will be at 900 to the screen. Plug in the power plug to activate the Lift.
4. Once the Lift is in place, the Ceiling Frame can be installed. There are 4 x 100mm pieces of aluminium angle supplied. To
   install the Ceiling frame, the 100mm angle is placed on the ceiling plasterboard adjacent to the Ceiling Frame, and 2.5mm
   holes have to be drilled through the Ceiling Frame & into the 50mm angle. The screws then to be inserted (2 per 100mm
   angle) to secure the Ceiling Frame in place. Extra chrome screws are included to make the thread in the aluminium. The white
   screws can be used once the threads have been prepared.
5. The 2 wires from the cutout switch in the Ceiling Frame have to be connected to the 2 wires from the motor. Connect the red
   to the brown wire, and the red/black to the black wire.
6. The Lift should now be ready to operate. You may have to program the remote prior to use. If the remote does not operate the
   lift, program the remote using the instructions overleaf. Drop the Lift below the ceiling & install the Projector to the Projector
   Mount supplied. 4mm & 5mm bolts are provided as the most common mount size, but you may need to provide correct sized
   bolts to suit the projector you are using.
7. The bottom plate has to be attached to the main Lift. Use the 4 countersunk white bolts in the accessories pack to bolt the
   plate to the Lift. It is easiest to remove the bottom frame end stoppers & remove the nuts to attach them loosely to the plate &
   bolts. The plate with nuts can them be slid onto the frame & the bolts tightened when in position.
8. The projector power & data/video/audio cables should be
   attached to the scissor arms (see pic) using the cable ties
   provided, ensuring that the cables are not in the way of
   the operation of the lift. Black gaffer tape should be used to
   bind cables into a group to ensure the cables do not move.
9. Programming the Lift (setting the stop positions) is
   completed using the instructions over page The lower
   stop position can be changed as required to drop
   the projector lower for servicing, and then re-setting in
   the correct operation position. The upper limit can be
   set high so that the plate closes tight to the ceiling but the
   power will be cut when the plate activates the cutout switch.

Contact ABI with any Technical or Installation queries.




